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Committee Coordination Meeting 

Venue:  Madrid Research Institute 

  Paseo de la Castellana 141, Edificio Cuzco IV, Madrid 

Date:   30th April 2012 

Time:   18:00 

 

Presents:  Francisco Velasco (FV), Jose María Garteiz (JMG), Barry Allan, Celia  

   González (CG), Sergio Beltrán (SBH) and Ike Nwagwe (IN). 

Via Conference:  Javier Rubio (JR), Paul Riley (PR) 

 
ORDER OF MEETING 

 

1. APOLOGIES 

Apologies received from Manuel Santaolalla (MS). 

 

2. IMECHE PRESIDENT VISIT PREPARATION 

A preliminary agenda should be defined, communicated to Rachel Leech for the validation of 

HQ’s, and then launch the contacts with the different stakeholders. 

Agreed with Rachel Leech that she will be fully available to  

 

Discussion on the Visit’s Target and Basic Organisation: 

The Committee must identify the objectives of the visit, further than the pure institutional 

ones: 

- recognize the effort and potential of the Spanish Branch  

- mark Spain as a strategic country, leading to a high future volume of memberships. 

- For the Spain Branch  empower our footprint to form a permanent delegation in Spain 

 Increase Memberships and Certifications (minimum of 50 TBC new applicants per 

year).  

Evaluate the option to focus each day on a specific subject; as an example: 

- more political/public, forums, round tables, presentations, … 

- industrial  

- innovation  

- … 

 

Preliminary agenda: contents to be discussed formatted and programmed 

- Presentation and visit to the British Embassy 

- Official presentation of the IMechE and the Branch 

- Round table and meeting with British origin companies based in Madrid and Spain 

(discussion on the challenges of their deployment, vision on their experience, etc.). 

- Forum 1: “New challenges of the Engineering Profession and Roadmap for 

implementation of the Professional Certification process in Spain.” A more thematic event 

in the format of a “lecture” or dissertation, plus final Q&A and round table (TBC). 

- Industrial Visits to leading Engineering Corporations in Spain (1 or 2) 

- Environment for the invitation of industrial and academic world contacts 

- Top level meetings or visits (as per potential candidates show below). 
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- Dinner 1 (with the engineering federations, etc.) 

- Dinner 2 (at Committee level) 

 

Potential candidates for meetings and contacts: 

- Political stakeholders (Government and public institutions)  to be  

- British Embassy  meeting with different UK companies. (i.e. Lloyd Register). 

- Airbus  Senior Level, Directors, etc. 

- Engineering Federation and Association (contact via Primitivo Carranza, etc.)  

Engagement with the promotion of CEng equivalent certifications. 
- “Madrid Network”  discussion on the Innovation and R&D in Madrid. 

- ASICMA and/or Madrid World Engineering Center  Present the MWEC project and the 

potential IMechE involvement and support on the same. 

- Universities and academic entities 

- University - Formula Student (focus on the university groups involved in the FS). 

- Companies related to R&D and innovation on energy, renewable energy, sustainability, 

etc. 

- Political entities and developments in Transport, Mobility, etc. 

 

Potential venues and facilities: 

- British Embassy 

- Federación de Colegios de Ingenieros  

- Etc. 

 

Summary of the agenda drafting: 

 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 

AM 

Travel & Arrival in Madrid 

Welcome and Meeting 

with UK companies 

implemented in Spain 

(British Embassy) 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT 1 – 

Airbus Getafe 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT 2 – 

R&D  

???? 

(need for an extra day??) 

PM 

FORUM 1 – “Challenges … 

and Roadmap 

Professional Certification 

process in Spain” 

Presentation rounds: 

 Madrid Network 

 Madrid World 

Engineering Center 

 Meeting with Formula 

Student university  

Departure 

Evening 

DINNER 1 

(Involving entities, 

associations, etc.) 

DINNER 2 

(Branch Committee 

oriented) 

 

 

3. DERIVED ACTIONS 

Queries for the HQ’s: 

- What is the timing or schedule for the President (starting and finishing working times). 

- Should time be booked in the agenda for other activities as sightseeing, etc. 
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Action SBH  validate the agenda draft and minutes with MS. 

Action MS  Once verified, MS to send the agenda draft and minutes to HQ’s 

Action HQ’s  Rachel Leech to provide feedback on the first draft prior to launch the 

preparation steps. 

 

 

Prepared by Sergio Beltran 

Secretary Spain Branch 

spainsec@imechenetwork.org 


